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Engineering
West will
get facelift
by the fall
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Press finds
home in
engineering
building

Baseline clothesline

By Ken Miller

By Carmela Herron

staff Writer

Staff Writer

The Engineering West build
ing, boarded up since August, is
scheduled to be rebuilt by fall
quarter.
After a fire during Poly Royal
in April 1986, the building was
left partially gutted, and many
labs and offices were damaged.
The university has been working
since then to get funding for
reconstruction.
Executive Dean Doug Gerard
said Cal Poly had trouble identi
fying funds for the project. “ We
tried to get a request for
emergency funds from the state,
and their response was, ‘Take it
out of the allocations you already
have.’ As a result, we couldn’t
start drawing up the plans until
October,’’ Gerard said.
The funds for the project came
from a special repairs allocation
provided by the state. Estimated
cost of the project is $1 million,
Gerard said.
The plans for the project were
designed by Grant, Pedersen,
and Phillips, an architectural
firm based in Santa Barbara. The
firm’s fee, contingent on the final
cost of the project, is estimated
at $20,000, Gerard said.
Chris Perez, an employee for
the firm, said the building design
has changed a bit. “ Before the
fire, on the lower floor, there
were portable partitions, but now
there are permanent partitions.
Also, the classrooms will be dif
ferent sizes and shapes. Before
the fire there were four, but now
there are five,’’ she said.
The plans were submitted to
the Chancellor’s Office in
December, but at the end of that
month Perez was asked to
change a wall, so the plans had to
be drawn up again.
The deadline for completion
and approval of the new plans is
unknown. “ I don’t have the
See BUILDING, back page

The million-dollar printing
press donated to the Cal Poly
graphic communication depart
ment last spring has finally
found a home.
Building 40, the minority
engineering building, was chosen
as the temporary home for the
70-foot-long, 24-foot-wide press
by university deans at the exec
utive level and Cal Poly Presi
dent Warren Baker. The high
speed, high-tech printing press
was a gift from Rockwell Inter
national Corporation.
The initial proposal to house
the press in the campus
aerohangar was denied after it
was discovered that there were
inadequate gas lines available for
the printer’s drying system, and
for financial reasons, according
to Executive Dean Doug Gerard.
The proposal to move the press
into the aerohangar was strongly
o p p o se d la st q u a r te r by
mechanical and aeronautical
engineering students who formed
a petition requesting a different
location in which to house the
press. They feared that the in
trusion of the press would take
up needed space for students
working on senior projects. Also,
it was thought that the press
might have interfered with cur
rent projects by the engineering
department.
Because of the difficulty in
finding adequate accommoda
tions for the printing press, it
had been stored in pieces at the
Research Development Center on
campus since April.
Gerard said that the decision
to house the press in the minori
ty engineering building was a
difficult one, but was generally
the best decision for all concern
ed. A prompt decision was need
ed, he said, and “ it was hard for
us to justify it (the press) just
See PRESS, back page
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Dominguez Hills’ Brian Edwards gets Kurt Colvin in a headlock during a scuffle in Saturday’s game.

Garage to disable parking spaces
By Stacey Myers

Alternative transportation
downtown is encouraged

Staff Writer

Parking in downtown San Luis Obispo is going
to get worse before it gets better.
The city has approved plans for a four-story
parking garage, but during the six months it will
take to build the structure, the downtown core will
lose 122 parking spaces.
The $3.2 million parking structure will be built
on an existing lot at the northwest corner of Palm
and Morro streets, which means those spaces will
be temporarily out of service while the 422-car
garage is under construction.
Construction on the garage is scheduled to
begin in March and be completed by late fall.
The garage will extend two to three stories
above ground level, with a portion of the building
being placed underground.
City and county officials are doing their best to
make the temporary parking crunch as painless as
possible, however. Carpooling, biking, walking and
public transit are all being offered as options to
driving during the construction period, said Can
dace Havens, city parking program coordinator.

“ In a study done about one year ago, we deter
mined that downtown San Luis is about 900 park
ing spaces short of what we need,’’ said Havens,
who is also an engineer in the Public Works
Department.
“ So although this parking structure will help al
leviate that, it’s going to be pretty crowded when
we temporarily lose those 122 spaces,’’ she said.
“ In the meantime, we’re encouraging all city and
county employees to carpool or to take the bus in
order to free up some of the spaces downtown.’’
Karen Frees, regional ridesharing manager for
the county, has been working with Havens to
promote carpooling in San Luis Obispo. Frees and
the County Engineering Department have ar
ranged for special parking privileges for carpools
with three or more members.
“ All that’s required is that the primary driver
fill out a form with his name, the name of his carpoolers and the license plate number of the car,’’
she said. “ That makes the carpool eligible for a
special permit that allows them to park for free in
certain downtown lots.
See PARKING, page 4

Tickets to be refunded

Lone Justice cancels show
The Lone Justice concert scheduled for Jan. 30 at Cal Poly has
been canceled because of a medical emergency with the band’s lead
singer.
A non-cancerous polyp was found in Maria McKee’s throat. Lone
Justice has canceled much of the rest of its tour for this reason.
Cancellation for medical reasons is within the terms of the contract
agreed to by the band and ASl Concerts, said Karen Vogel, publicity
director for ASl Concerts.
Tickets will be fully refunded ’beginning today at the University
Union Ticket Office. Those wanting refunds must bring their tickets
or some proof of purchase to get money back.
— Mary Anne Talboll

IN QUOTES
Getting married isn't ail
rice and champagne —
it takes a lot of time and
money for couples to
make it to the altar. See
PULSE, pages.

A deaf husband and a blind wife are always a
happy couple.
—Danish proverb
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editorial

Line of compromise

The parasites of business

R e c e n tly , a c o u p le o f
milestones were reached in the
financial world. In the past
n November a couple of legislative moves touched on a
growing concern over the illegal alien issue: the majority month, the Dow Jones Industrial
Average has broken its previous
of California voters said they wanted English to be the of record and reached a new high.
ficial language of the state, and President Reagan signed a
Meanwhile, America’s trade def
bill giving amnesty to Mexicans who have held uninter
icit has done exactly the same
rupted residence in the United States since 1982.
thing, to the alarm of many
economists and politicians. While
For years the United States, especially those states
these two figures are not directly
bordering Mexico, have quickly accumulated large illegal
related,
they both point to the
alien populations with little opposition other than from a
disturbing new decay that is now
U.S. labor force that loses work because of cheap Mexican
taking over American business.
labor. But with a Mexican population now permeating the
For the past several years,
fringes of American social, political, and educational life,
American business has been in
cries of concern now emanate from more and more U.S. cit
the grip of a merger madness
izens, albeit the cries are late in coming.
that shows little sign of slowing
Although the November vote voiced California opposi
down. Despite the crowings of a
toothless Securities and Ex
tion to the Mexican influx, the President’s signature and
change Commission, the recent
Congress’ approval of the amnesty bill show the federal
nailing of Ivan Boesky has just
government is finally beginning to face the situation. The
slightly slowed mergermania,
problem of illegal immigration, if it may be called a pro
and only temporarily at that. The
blem, isn’t going to disappear. It’s projected that by the
problem is not that some merg
year 2000, Mexico City will double its current population of
ers involve illegal insider trading
roughly 75 million and become the largest city in the world.
practices; the problem is the
At the same time half of California will be of Mexican de
sheer number of legal mergers.
scent. Unless the U.S. Armed Forces take on the role of
Mergermania has gone far
beyond the point of being a
border patrol, Californians and residents of other states
healthy
byproduct of the Ameri
feeling the Mexican presence will have to attack the pro
can
economic
machine. It has in
blem at the same time they are cooperating with it.
recent years become a national
Few Californians, though, will want to go into the
obsession: parasitic — not con
business of interpreter or educational, social or political instructive — in its nature. While
tegrater — positions that will be needed in proportion to
our capital base continues to
the Mexican influx if the problem is to be alleviated at all.
crumble and our trade deficit
Certainly the argument may be made that programs
soars, the best and brightest of
America’s business students are
aimed at integration into the American system will make
pouring into the bloated Wall
America a more attractive place to run. But even now, in
Street
investment banking in
the absence of such programs, they come in hoards. Deny
dustry, where the best money is.
ing Mexicans the access to ecomonic opportunity that we
Hence the stock market specula
enjoy only causes frustration on both sides of the border
tion that has driven the Dow and
and accomplishes nothing.
other stock indexes into the
stratosphere.

I

D O W N TO EARTH
J eff Kelly
in the 1980s, healthy, cash-rich
companies are being regularly
pursued by hostile takeovers.
Often, their stock is owned by
large institutional investors,
such as pension funds, which are
under great pressure to sell to
the high bids of takeover artists
and
company-gobbling
con
glomerates.
As a result, many CEO’s are
reluctant to embark upon costly
and risky long-term capital im
provements that might lower
dividends and displease stock
holders, even if it would make
sense in the long term. Short
term safety has supplanted
long-term enterprise in American
management, resulting in the
erosion of our capital base. Those
companies who decide to fight
takeovers usually have to borrow
huge sums of money to do it.
Crown Zellerbach being a recent
example.
In this matter, billions of
dollars are being diverted from
investment capital that could be
used for new technology and
production, which is precisely
what America needs to compete.
Manufacturing and manage
ment, the real stuff of business,
are being neglected, and the
American consumer is telling
American business to go to hell.

The trade deficit is devastating,
but it would be far worse if not
for the web of protectionist
measures that our largest cor
porations (not just the unions)
have persuaded Congress to
enact in recent yfears.
The ultimate answer to our
trade deficit does not lie in so
cialism or protectionism. What
we need in this country is a reaf
firmation of free enterprise —
real free enterprise, as opposed to
profit making. It is time to sepa
rate the parasites from the true
entrepreneurs.
American in
dustry was not made great by
the Icahns, the Wolfsons or the
other parasites of Wall Street. It
was made great by those they
feed upon, those who produced,
who had an idea or product and
pushed it into reality: people like
Steven Jobs, who built the first
Apple computer in his garage, or
Howard Hughes, who built his
crazy wooden plane and believed
in it enough to fly it himself.
The modern service economy
cannot exist without a healthy
base of manufacturing power.
We cannot eat the paper now be
ing printed on Wall Street; we
cannot drive it, clothe ourselves
with it, build homes with it. We
must recognize that a flood of
real capital investment money is
being diverted into the merger
industry. The Japanese do not
play the market, and they are
beating us in virtually every in
dustry they choose to enter. We
need more companies that pro
duce, and fewer companies that
merely hold the producers.

letters to the editor
‘Atheistic hum anism ’
the root o f social ills
Editor — The Mustang Daily
editorials often mention the trouble
and bloodshed caused by religious
factions, citing Northern Ireland,
Iran and Lebanon as examples. As
with their usual myopic insights,
they have overlooked the deeper
issue, which when noted, destroys
their thesis and reverts their
criticisms onto themselves.
On a worldwide basis, and as a
historical fact, atheism has a
remarkably ragged record. The

millions and millions of human be
ings who have been sacrficed to the
gods of liberal humanism are con
veniently overlooked by our “antireligious” editorialists.
The blood and inhumanity pro
duced by the atheistic religions of
our century are a major embar
rassment to the humanistic elite,
whose theories, when made into
policies, regard human life mainly in
the light of expediency and
economics.
What has the religion of atheistic
humanism given us in this century?
In Germany we find the Nazi killers
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taking their evolutionary theory to
its logical conclusions. In China,
R ussia,
P oland,
E th io p ia ,
Afghanistan and Cambodia, we see
the nightmare of Marxist-Leninist
doctrine, which has through over
work, starvaton, torture and execu
tion yielded a death count in the
hundreds of millions. In America we
have abortion and infanticide — the
sin and horror of treating the murder
of one’s own children as something
compared to having a wart taken off
a finger.
What an incredible thing "pro
gress” is: an evolution of evil, or a

confusion as to what is bitter and
what is sweet, what is food and
what is poison, what is life and
what is death.
BRENT MURDOCK

Political literacy is
key to understanding
Editor — I suspect even Brian
Carstens was surprised by the stu
pidity of his conclusion (Letters,
Jan. 16) that Ignorance is bliss. To
be fair, it’s easy to mistake symp
toms of problems for causes of
problems. Obviously, the fact that

by Berke Breathed
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African children have a name or
"buzzword” for a type of torture is a
symptom of — and not the cause of
— their being tortured. Just as ob
viously, you can live with a com
puter (or a government) without
knowing all the buzzwords, but if a
programmer (or citizen) ever has to
change the machine to meet chang
ing needs, he must know the words
it uses.
While It is a tragedy that few
American youths read the news, it
will be a disaster if they can’t find
meaning in its words.
GREG McKENNEY
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Survey will evaluate advisers’ handbook
By Anna Cekola

tOi&f
Arms-drug connection claimed
MIAMI (AP) — Two federal inmates say they flew arms to
the Nicaraguan Contra rebels and drugs back to the United
States with the knowledge of the CIA and the Drug Enforce
ment Administration. “ It was guns down, cocaine back,” one
inmate said.
A spokeswoman for the CIA denied the charge Tuesday, as
have a DEA spokesman and two top leaders of the Contras
fighting Nicaragua’s leftist Sandinista government.
The long-standing drug allegations are under investigation by
congressional committees as well as the FBI and could be taken
over by the independent counsel appointed to investigate the
Iran-Contra affair.

Staff Writer

An advisers’ handbook con
taining information on Cal Poly
policies and procedures will soon
be the subject of a survey by an
ASl committee.
Advisers’ handbook chairman
Buzz James said he hopes the
survey, taken by the ASI Aca
demic Council, will establish
whether or not faculty advisers
use the publication, and if they
find information presented cor
rect and useful.
The handbook contains infor
mation on such topics as degree
programs, grading requirements
and procedures, required exami
nations and student services. A
section dealing with financial aid

and grants is one addition James
said the council is considering.
“ The council feels that this is a
very g o o d an d th o ro u g h
booklet,’’ James said. “ We want
to make sure teachers and stu
dents are aware that there is
such a handbook that can help
get questions answered correct
ly.’’
Original material for the hand
book was compiled about three
years ago by ornamental hor
ticulture professor Cheri Burns.
Additional efforts to accumulate
information were made by the
academic council, a sub-commit
tee of the Student Academic
Commission. Upon completion,
the handbook was distributed to
each department with the sug
gestion of further duplication for

all faculty advisers.
Donald M. Coats, president’s
representative on the Student
Academic Commission, said the
handbook is probably being used
by most advisers. “ It’s impor
tant that the university have
some kind of guide with all
regulations and policies pertain
ing to students,’’ Coats said.
“ This will enable all students to
get across-the-board answers.’’
James also stressed the impor
tance of the handbook as a
uniform source of quick reference
for advisers and students.
With distribution of the survey
planned for next month, James
hopes to have tallied results by
the end of winter quarter.

Envoy to negotiate for hostages
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — Anglican Church envoy Terry
Waite canceled his flight home to England on Tuesday to stay
in Beirut for face-to-face negotiations with kidnappers of Amer
ican hostages.
He scrubbed his midmorning departure plans after returning
to his hotel from a late-night meeting with Islamic Jihad,
sources close to him said.
“ It looked like he has had a breakthrough,’’ said one source,
who spoke on condition of anonymity. “ He will have further
meetings with the captors.’’

"Li Fond Rememberance"

Just
Published

1917-1986

by Jim Brock

An informative autobiography of Jim Brock,
long time friend and supporter of the University,
and his years of involvement with the California
vegetable growing industry.
All proceeds from the sale of this of this book
will be donated to the Brock Center for Agricultural
Communication at Cal Poly.

C Y N T H IA FUNCKES, M.D., Inc.
OBSTETRICS A N D G Y N E C O L O G Y

Announces her new location

1941 Johnson Ave., Suite 202
San Luis O b isp o

$25.00 paperback

On Sale
in the General Book Department

In The Medical Office Complex
Adjacent To French Hospital
O ffice Hours
By A ppointm ent

(805) 541-3767

ElCbrial
MON

F R I 7:45A M 4 3 0 P M .

Bookstoie
SAT 10 3 0 A M -2 3 0 P M
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PARKING
From page 1
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“ Right now we have a group of
four people who work at
Copeland’s who use the program;
it’s open to anyone,’’ she said.
Information about ridesharing
is available by calling 541-CARS,
she added.
Bus service, however, will not
be increased while the parking
structure is being built. The
buses are not full as it is, said
City Transit Manager Nancy
Knofler.
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The city encourages
dow ntown workers
to carpool
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An artist’s drawing of the $3.2 miiiion, 422-space parking structure to be buiit on Paim Street near Chorro
Street and next to the Ah Louis Store.

It’s a fact:

Air
Jordan
in Michael Jordan

Major Tony Nelson’s ad
dress on the TV show /
\Dream o f Jeannie was 1137
Oak Grove St., Cocoa
Beach, Florida.

colors: White
red black

Model NO. 4280
sold in '85
for $65
Other colors

“ We don’t think there’s a need
to extend the bus system,’’ said
Knofler. “ Right now the buses
operate from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. and
they are hardly ever full. And 90
percent of the people in San Luis
live within a five-minute walk to
a bus stop. The service is already
there — it’s just a matter of get
ting people to use it.’’
No matter how much the city
tries to help, though, downtown
workers say the parking shortage
will definitely cause problems,
Karyn Serpa, 19, is an agricul
tural management student who
works as a salesperson at PutOns. She drives to work now, but
said that when the Palm Street
parking lot closes for construc
tion, she’ll ask her roommates to
drive her instead.

“ I leave for work at least 30
minutes before my shift,’’ she
said, “ and I still end up parking
blocks away and just barely
making it to work on time. When
they begin construction on that
garage, it’ll be even worse.’’
Kim McCurdy, 25, is a Cuesta
College student who works at
Hudson’s Grill. But for her, ask
ing a friend to take her to work
isn’t a reasonable alternative to
driving herself.
“ I live out in Los Osos,’’ she
said, “ I’m not sure what I’ll do if
parking downtown gets any
worse. I guess I’ll have to put a
bike rack on my car and drive
part of the way to work, park
somewhere, and then ride my
bike the rest of the way.’’
Although parking downtown
may seem impossible. Frees said
the problems in San Luis Obispo
are minor when compared to
those in other areas.
“ We don’t have the same
transportation problems that
counties like Sacramento have,
but we do have our problems,’’
she said. “ And we can avoid a lot
of the long-term problems by
taking preventative measures
now, like by making public tran
sit and ridesharing a part of our
daily lives.
“ My personal opinion is that
anything we can do to avoid
driving downtown will help,
because if you think parking is
bad now, it’s going to be really
bad when we lose those 122
spaces,’’ said Frees.
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The hassles of saying ‘I do’
Making wedding plans with
limited time and funds can
complicate the lives o f
altar-bound Cal Poly couples

Story by Jennifer Manor
Photos by Chris Dunker
,

I

lü i
Bride-to-be Stephanie Tuey tries on her veii.

he wedding gown, bridesmaids’
dresses, tuxedoes, invitations,
caterers, photographers — all of
these things need to be taken care of
for a wedding. This planning takes time
and money, and may become quite an
ordeal, especially for students taking
classes and working with a student
budget. There are, however. Cal Poly
students who manage to plan a wed
ding around these obstacles.
■Mustang Daily followed two bridesto-be through the planning and
budgeting of their weddings.
Business major Sue Roth and her
fiance Scott Listar, who is enrolled in
the master’s program, are getting mar
ried on the first Saturday of spring
break. Both are attending classes this
quarter and plan to attend classes spr
ing quarter in order to graduate. Roth
currently works at Home Federal Sav
ings in Morro Bay about five hours a
week. Listar works at the Salty Pelican
in Los Osos about 20 hours a week.
Roth said, “ We haven’t been setting
any money aside for the wedding, or
next quarter. We seem to be OK finan
cially and Scott makes pretty good
tips. We can always eat at the restau
rant.’’ Roth said that they plan to live
on a similar budget next quarter. “ It’s
only for spring quarter, and hopefully
we’ll both have full-time jobs after we
graduate.’’
The one problem this couple has en
countered is planning a wedding in San
Jose, Roth’s home town, while living in
San Luis Obispo. Roth started formal
planning for her wedding in November.
She’s made about six trips home so far
to take care of plans. “ I drive a
Volkswagen so gas hasn’t been a big
expense,’’ said Roth.
The bride-to-be picked out her gown
in i)ne weekend. “ I only had time to go
to one shop,’’ said Roth. “ I was lucky
and found a dress I liked off the rack
and it was on sale for $280, a good
deal.’’ Roth said if a person can find a
wedding gown on sale or off the rack,
without having to order it, that saves
at least $200.
Her wedding and reception plans in
clude 120 guests and probably a buffet
dinner. The reception will be held at a
country club where *separate prices are
charged for everything. “ It costs 50

T

cents to slice each piece of cake,’’ said
Roth. “ But if the country club bakes
the cake, it only costs 25 cents for each
slice.’’ Roth ordered her cake for about
$100 from a caterer.
Roth and Listar are planning to have
a candlelight ceremony. The cost for a
florist to decorate the church with
flowers and candles, plus the bride’s
bouquet, will run between $300 and
$500. “ I haven’t decided on what type
of flowers I want, so I’m not sure what
the exact price will be,’’ said Roth. The
groom’s parents have offered to pay for
the flowers and a week-long honeymoon
at Lake Tahoe.
Roth is in the process of finding a
photographer. “ This is the worst part
of planning a wedding because every
photographer’s portfolio looks great,
but then you talk to a customer who
wasn’t satisfied,’’ said Roth. The couple
has looked at photograph packages
ranging from 40 to 200 pictures costing
$600 to $2,000.
Roth said the price for 100 invita
tions, envelopes and reply cards was
$190 at a discounted rate.
One advantage of planning the wed
ding in San Jose is that Roth and her
parents know a lot of people such as the
florist and the disc jockey who will
provide the entertainment for the
reception. Also, a neighbor said he
would videotape the wedding for the
couple.
Roth estimated the entire cost of the
wedding to be between $5,000 and
$10,000. “ Planning a wedding is ex
pensive and a lot of work. The whole
process probably would have been
easier if we weren’t going to school and
were in San Jose,’’ said Roth.
Cal Poly graduate Stephanie Tuey
and her fiance, Brian Loomis, will be
married Saturday in San Luis Obispo.
Stephanie went through graduation
ceremonies in December, but still has a
few elective classes to take. She decided
to take winter quarter off because of
the wedding plans. Brian graduated
from Cal Poly last June and has been
working at Impel! Pacific in San Luis
Obispo for two years. They decided to
hold their wedding in San Luis Obispo
because all of their friends and ac
quaintances are here.' ‘
Tuey said the best thing t o . do when

The bridesmaids are buying the ma
terial and making their dresses because
“ it’s a lot cheaper to make the
dresses,’’ said Tuey. “ It only cost $24
for the material and pattern, and one of
the bridesmaids is charging $20 to
make the dresses — the same dresses
you can find in the stores for about
$100.’’
The photographer is the one area in
which Tuey decided to splurge. The
photographer she hired requires a
minimum charge of $700; the hourly
rate is $60. Tuey said the only problem
is that the photographer requested ex
clusive rig h ts for the wedding
photographs; no one else is allowed to
take pictures. “ She’s hard to work with
because you can’t really deviate. But
her work is excellent and pictures are
going to be the only things I really
have 50 years from now,’’ said Tuey.

starting to plan for a wedding is to
“ just thumb through the yellow pages
and shop around.’’ She said San Luis
Obispo is an expensive area and there
aren’t a whole lot of places to shop. “ It
would have been a lot cheaper in my
home town, Bakersfield, because there
are more choices — more bridal shops,
more florists, more photographers —
that have to keep up with the competi
tion by lowering prices,’’ said Tuey.
Tuey has been making plans since
last July and said that she has had
plenty of time to get places booked.
“ You could probably do it in less time
because there isn’t a whole lot you can
do until the last month,’’ said Tuey.
Roses are the flowers Tuey chose for
the church, reception decoration, and
the bouquet. She ordered the roses for
$500 from one of the florists in town.
She said
found a
difference
prices and
q u a n tity
flow ers
tw een
f lo r i s ts
town.
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can cost between $250 and $600.

least expensive. “ For $3,300 there will
be sparkling cider, a buffet, the wed
ding cake, and of course the room
itself,’’ said Tuey. Other places she
called were more expensive and didn’t
include the cost of the cake. Her origi
nal estimate of the number of guests
was about 200, but she has since
received 270 “ yes’’ responses.
Tuey searched in San Luis Obispo as
well as Bakersfield for her wedding
dress. She ended up buying the first
dress she tried on, which cost $450 plus
$40 for alterations. Tuey paid $116 for
her wreath and veil.

The invitations also included a
photograph of the couple. Tuey said she
spent $500 on the invitation package,
which includes the in v ita tio n s,
envelopes, response cards and thankyou cards.
Tuey said that because Loomis is
working full time, they’re in a good
spot financially. They did pay for their
own honeymoon — $1,600 for a week in
Cancún, Mexico. “ This pretty much
took what savings we had,’’ she said.
Tuey currently is not working, but
spending most of her time making last
week preparations for her wedding.
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Islamic religion and architecture are related
By Diane Zundel
staff Writer

The Islamic religion, like its architecture, exists to fulfill man’s
desire for placement and order in the universe, a religious studies pro
fessor said Thursday.
Juan E. Campos, a native of Bogota, Colombia, who currently
teaches at the University of Santa Barbara, was the first speaker in a
series of lectures entitled, “ Ideals and Realities: Islam and Contem
porary America.’’ The program is
being sponsored by the School of
Liberal Arts and the philosophy ‘To build is to dwell
department through a California
and to think’
Council for the Humanities grant.
Campo’s talk in a packed room
in the University Union focused
— Juan E. Campos
on “ Architecture and the Islamic
Language of Space: When the
Near East Meets the Far West.’’ He emphasized that contrary to
what Americans think, Islam is not only a religion, but an entire way
of life. And this way of life can be compared to architecture because
“ to build is to dwell and to think,’’ he said.
“ Building serves to teach us about who we are, where we are, and
what we are in. Religion, like architecture, is construed through our
existence here on earth. An intersection exists between architecture
and religion. They both provide placement and order in the world,’’
said Campo.
He showed slides of mosques, which are Moslem houses of worship,
to demonstrate the important cross between Islamic religion and ar-

chitecture. The mosques ranged from simple to monumental in struc
ture, but they all had several religious features in common.
He also showed slides of mosques in various regions of the world. He
explained that many Westerners believe Islam is a religion of Arabs
only, but actually the “ Islamic world encompasses a universe.’’
Only one in four Moslems is an Arab, he said; the largest Islamic
populations exist in Indonesia, India, Turkey and the Soviet Union.
“ The Islamic architecture is like the religion itself — forms can be
carried from one region to another and they can be adaptable,’’ Campo
said as he showed a slide of a mosque in China.
He said Islamic architecture has also been absorbed in the west, as
shown by slides of the Santa Barbara courthouse with its Islamic style
roof and exotic tiles imported from North Africa, and of the Los
Angeles Sheraton Hotel’s copy of an Islamic tower.
“ Islam is a world religion that adapts readily to different places,” he
said. But a problem that Campo called “ landscapes of fear” does exist.
“ This is the idea that people in the Western world think of Moslems
as chaotic and belligerent. Likewise,'people in Islamic countries believe
that Westerners are adulterers and come from broken homes.”
These cultural misconceptions are rooted in false spatial ideas; the
key is to create “ spatial peace,” said Campo. This is done by creating a
balance between private life and life jn a changing and pluralistic
world, he said.
Campo attended the University of Southern California and received
his doctorate in the history of religions at the University of Chicago.
The “ Islam and Contemporary America” series, which runs through
March 5, will include four other scholars of Islam, comparative religion
and Middle Eastern history and politics.
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P eo ple
The
POWER
BEHIND
PARKER.
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
WILL BE HELD ON
FEBRUARY 18, 1987
Parker Hannifin Corporation is a world leader in
vital technologies. That leadership is powered by
the efforts and accomplishments of our p e o p le dedicated, motivated people who help get Parker’s
achievements off the ground.
Parker people are behind almost every major
military and commercial aircraft in service today.
For college graduates, we've developed a progres
sive program that is designed to expand your
understanding and abilities through broad exposure
to all facets of our organization. It’s called our
Employee Intern Program. During your first 10
months with Parker, you’ll have the opportunity to
explore virtually all major operating areas of the
company, providing you with knowledge, expertise
and career direction, and as a result, more oppor
tunities to achieve with Parker.
in addition, you'll enjoy all the benefits of our
beautiful campus-like environment in Irvine,
California. We’ll also provide you with a competitive
salary and benefit program and plenty of room to
grow with an established industry leader.
Discover the power behind Parker. If you are com
pleting your studies in any of the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Manufacturing Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Engineering Technology
Quality Engineering
Production Control

See your Placement Office for interview dates, or
send your resume to; Parker Hannifin Corpora
tion, Parker Bertea Aerospace, Attn: College
Relations, 18321 Jamboree Blvd., Irvine, CA
92715. Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/HA/.

ART AND ARCHITECTURE
BOOKSALE
GREAT SELECTION - GREAT PRICES

ElQ>rral

Bookstoie

By Donna Taylor
staff Writer

A chance to unleash the
creative minds behind those
technical hands is being offered
by the English department’s an
nual creative writing contest.
English instructor A1 Landwehr, who began the contest 17
years ago, encourages students
in all majors to enter.
“ We’ve had up to 25 different
majors compete at one time,” he
said. “ English and journalism
are obviously the most common,
but winners have ranged from
architecture to soil science stu
dents.”
The contest has two divisions:
short stories and poetry. First
place winners of each receive
$100; second place winners, $75;
and third place winners, $50. Six
faculty members will serve as
judges, with three in each divi
sion.
“ Judges will primarily be look
ing
fo r
o r ig in a lity
and
freshness,”
said
Landwehr.
“ Substance and good technique
are other qualifications.”
Poems are limited to 200 lines,
and short stories can be a max
imum of 35 pages of manuscript.
“ Even if you don’t win, it’s
nice to know someone will take
the time to read your material,”
said Landwehr.
The contest deadline is Feb. 9.
Landwehr added that winning
entries will be printed in the
C ross C u rren ts section, of
M ustang Daily during Poly
Royal.

Come See Us On Campus
FIRST INTERSTATE BANK’S
Operating Services Group
will be holding an information session
to discuss career opportunities
on January 29,1987
5:00 - 7:00 P.M.
Staff Dining Room A
ALL MAJORS INVITED

We're Setting the P ace!

Parker Hannifin Corporation
Parker Bertea Aerospace
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Women
shake off
fouls to
post win

%

Mustangs edge by
Toros in overtime

W >i

By Elmer Ramos
Staff Writer

CARSON — Cal Poly basket
ball coach Steve Reason had
warned his players that Cal State
Dominguez Hills, the con
ference’s seventh-place team last
season, was a vastly improved
squad that could not be taken for
granted.
The rookie coach turned out to
be a prophet. It took 50 minutes
— regulation time and two over
time periods — for the Mustangs
to squelch the stuljborn Toros
Saturday, 63-59.

By Elmer Ramos
staff Writer

CARSON — It may have only
been halftime, but Cal Poly
basketball coach Jill Orrock had
good reason to be concerned.
With her team clinging to a ten
uous three-point lead over Cal
State Dominguez Hills Saturday,
four of her five starters were in
foul trouble and her key reserve
was slowed by a knee injury.
Instead of telling her foulstricken starters to play less ag
gressively, however, she told
them to maintain the attack. The
strategy paid off. The Lady
Mustangs exploded offensively
in the second half and whipped
the Lady Toros, 72-49.
“ We stayed in a zone defense
to protect the players in foul
trouble, but 1 don’t like to tell
them to play less aggressively,”
said Orrock.
T rin a
T u a le m o s a ,
Kim
Lackore, Sherrie Alteberry and
Sherinne Barlow all had three
fouls when the first half ended.
Despite their shaky status, the
quartet combined for 40 points
and 18 rebounds to boost Poly to
victory.

The
California
Collegiate
Athletic Association victory
allowed Poly (10-6 overall, 2-1 in
the CCAA) to salvage a split in
its weekend road trip. The
Mustangs blew a seven-point
lead in the last six minutes
against Chapman College Friday
and lost the game, 63-61.

mm

The Dominguez Hills contest
was another nailbiter. In the end.

tin

DARYL SHOPTAUQH/Muslang Daily

Poly’s Errol Talley battles Dominguez Hills’ Brian Edwards for a rebound.

“ I was nervous,” Otta said. “ 1
knew we wouldn’t be safe with a
three-point lead, especially when
they have guys who can shoot
that three-point shot.”
Otta, playing before numerous
friends and relatives, buried both
shots to give the Mustangs’ a
five-point cushion. However,
Dominguez Hills’ John Nojima
came right back and sank a
three-pointer to trim Poly’s lead
to 61-59 with 10 seconds left.
Dominguez Hills then called a
timeout to set up their defense.
See MEN, page 9
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“Vision
With Care.”
You'll like the personal
attention we give to your total
eye health and appearance.
You'll appreciate our friendly
staff, expert guidance in frame
and contact lens selection, and
affordable fees.

Mcmhcr «>1 ihc AnK'rican
OpiimKlric Associatitwi
Hyctarc Consullani lor
Cal Poly Health Center
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All lA'nN Types Available.
Ineludinj: Sleep-In and
Tinted

• All Cases Aeeepted
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Diffieulty
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Derek L. Coombs, O.D.
DfKlor of Optometry
1029 Chorro Street
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

• Seleetion of the
Latest Fashion
F'yewarv
• Affordable Fees
• Student Diseounts

543-4777
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AGTOBODY, PAINT & TIINT SHOP

Ultraviolet
Reduction
• Special
Abrasion
Resistant
Coating

it became a showdown between
the M u stan g s’ free throw
shooting and the Toros’ outside
shooting.
With Poly ahead, 59-56, and 17
seconds left in the second over
time, the Mustangs’ Mark Otta
was fouled and sent to the free
throw line. Otta, arguably Poly’s
best free throw shooter, felt the
pressure to sink both shots.

T.

It was the gutty play of Janet
Jorgensen, however, that made
the difference. Although she was
still hobbling from a sprained
knee she sustained last month,
the senior forward came off the
bench to rally her teammates.
She scored 13 of her 17 points in
the first half and finished with a
game-high 15 rebounds.
The game was barely sixminutes old when Tualemosa
became the first Lady Mustang
to pick up her third foul.
Tualemosa was replaced by
Jorgensen, who joined Atteberry
in rallying Poly from a 9-2 deficit
Sec WOMEN, page 8

• 98%

QUALITY PRODUCTS
AND TRAINED
PROFESSIONALINSTAUERS

5 YEAR WARRANTY

a sk for details /

• 32%
Heat
Reduction

• 81%
Glare
Reduction

P IZ Z A

Pizza made the Italian way with Mama
Ferrari's secret recipes (smuggled out of the
harbor in Maples under the guns
of the French).

wonderful
old world toppings

Featuring Top Quality Workmanahipt

731 Buckley Rd • SLO
Buttonwood Industrial Park

7

543-7878

Gift Certificates
Avaiiable

179 north Santa Rosa Street ♦ San Luis Obispo ♦ 541-5211
-
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to a 14-14 tie. A basket by
Barlow put the Mustangs ahead,
18-17, with 7:20 left in the half.
The Lady Mustangs’ secondhalf zone defense did more than
protect the three-foul club. It
forced *Dominguez Hills into
committing many of its 26 tur
novers — 17 of them on steals.
The Lady Mustangs, namely
Atteberry and Jorgensen, took
advantage of the Lady Toros’
careless ball-handling. Poly ex
tended its lead to 52-43 with
10:55 to play. The Lady
Mustangs then outscored Dom

inguez Hills 20-4 in the final
minutes to win by 23.
Atteberry led all scorers with
22 points. She also recorded 10
rebounds, four blocked shots and
four steals. Julie Jordan and
Tualemosa added 13 and 10
points respectively.
Poly’s victory evened its
California Collegiate Athletic
Association record at 1-1. The
Lady' Mustangs, 8-9 overall,
opened the conference season
with a loss to Chapman College
Thursday.
Dominguez
Hills
dropped to 6-10 overall and 0-2 in
the conference.
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Mustang center Sherrie Atteberry tries to gain controi off the baii Saturday against Dominguez Hiiis.
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Valeneia
$ 2 (ALL PROCEEDS
TO HELP SUPPORT THE
m u s t a n g CHEERLEADERS!)
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543-4950

THE SANDWICH
PLANT
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The Mid-Week Special

BENEDICT ARNOLD

$ 2.25
Served Wednesdays 7-10 am

NOW LEASING WINTER, SPRING
CONTRACTS AVAILABLE
Private, furnished studios in a quiet creekside
iocation from $330.
From $178.50/person in a furnished 2 bedroom
townhouse with new carpet, iinoleum
and paint.
' All reserved parking plus guest parking
*Park and BBQ area unique to Mustang Village
' Pool, recreation and meeting rooms
’ 5 modem laundry facilities
' Across the street from campus

543-4950
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Toro coach Dave Yanai said he
told his team to deny the
Mustangs the inbounds pass. If
Poly did get the ball in, the Toros
were instructed to foul the
ballhandler immediately. They
failed to execute either plan.
Sean Chambers broke free to
catch the inbounds pass. But be
fore the Toros could foul him, he
had passed the ball. What
followed was a frantic game of
keep away. The ball moved down
the court like a hot potato and
ended up in Errol Talley’s hands.
With a defender in his face,
Talley nailed a baseline jumper
to clinch the game at the buzzer.
By holding William Alexander,
one of the conference’s most pro
lific scorers, to eight points, the
Mustangs were able to keep the
lead most of the game. Alexander
fouled out with four minutes left
in regulation.
“ Taking him (Alexander) out
makes us weaker, but we expect
the other guys to step in,’’ said
Yanai. “ You have to give Cal Po
ly credit for that; they put Alex
ander in the position he was in.’’
The contest had been a rugged
defensive battle throughout. Po
ly recorded a .431 shooting
percentage while Dominguez

Hills shot at a .386 clip. Al
though
both teams had been
averaging .over 70 points a con
test, they ended regulation play
knotted at 46.
By concentrating their defen
sive efforts on Alexander, Poly
let Dominguez Hills shoot
three-pointers at will. More than
one-third of the Toros’ points
came on three-point baskets. The
long-distance shots kept the
Toros from falling back by more
than six points.
“ We felt we had to take away
their inside game first,’’ said
Beason. “ They got a lot of un
contested outside shots, but our
front-line guys denied their in
side game.’’
Poly came within millimeters
of winning the game in regula
tion. With the score tied and
three seconds left, Mark Shelby
intercepted a pass underneath
the Dominguez Hills basket. His
blind shot from over eighty feet
away hit the rim but did not
bounce in.
In the first overtime. Poly’s
Jeff Gray and Dominguez Hills’
Vico Nomaaea traded three-point
baskets to make the score 51-51
with 38 seconds remaining. The
Mustangs held the ball for the

last shot, but Melvin Parker’s
layup with three seconds left did
not drop.
Otta opened the second over
time by nailing a 15-foot jumper.
Missed free throws, however,
prevented Poly from putting the
game away. The Toros stayed
within three points, setting up
Otta’s crucial free throws with 17
seconds remaining.
Chambers led Poly with 20
points and eight rebounds, while
Parker added 14 points and eight
rebounds. Jeff Gray chipped in
nine points and three assists, and
Errol Talley came of the bench to
"ecord eight points and six re
bounds.
Nomaaea and Nojima led
Domiguez Hills with 14 points
each. The backcourt duo took a
total of 23 shots — 21 of them
from behind the three-point line.
By losing only their second
home game this -season, Dom
inguez Hills dropped to 12-4
overall and 2-1 in the conference.
The Mustangs, who have
knocked off two strong CCAA
teams on consecutive weeks, will
face another big challenge Friday
when they host 12-3 UC River
side at 8 p.m.
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Wrestlers take one of
three on trip to Utah
By Dan Ruthemeyer
Sports Editor

After winning four straight
dilal matches and the Doc Peter
son Tournament, the Cal Poly
wrestling team was humbled last
week as it lost two of three mat
ches in Utah.
The Mustangs lost on Thurs
day to Brigham Young Universi
ty, 29-12, before traveling to
Logan, Utah for matches against
Utah State and Weber State.
Cal Poly was able to knock off
Weber State, 24-15, with strong
matches from its middle weight
wrestlers, but was upended by
Pac-10 foe Utah State, 36-13.
The big wins against Weber
State came from. 158-pound
Malcolm Boykin, 167-pound Eric
Osborne and 177-pound Anthony
Romero.
While Boykin and Romero won
by 11 and seven points respec

tively, Osborne dominated his
match against Weber State’s
Eric Burton for a 22-6 decision.
Osborne, taking all of his last
eight matches, is 19-2 on the year
and is ranked fifth nationally in
his weight class.
A gainst U tah S tate, the
Mustangs got a strong perfor
mance from 118-pound John
Galkowski, who took a 12-4 deci
sion from Craig Stauffer.
Osborne and Romero also
picked up wins to go two-for-two
on the day. Both of their wins
were decisive as O sborne
defeated Glenn Amador 12-3 and
Romero took a 14-1 decision from
Ted Casto.
The Mustangs will be back in
action tonight when they face
Stanford at 7 in the Main Gym.
They will also wrestle at home at
8 p.m. on Thursday against San
Francisco State.

THE NEW YORK TIMES
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FOCUS YOUR ENERGY
AT VARIAN

10% OFF ALL OTHER BOOKS & MAGAZINES
IN THE GENERAL BOOK DEPARTMENT ...NOW!

ElGDrrail^l<^Bsokstoie

Focused energy created this Lichtenberg figure or eiearon tree. Generated by Varian's
Clinac 2 5 0 0 * Medical Linear Accelerator, 2.6 x 10“ electrons were released through a focal
point in an acrylic medium and left this evidence of their path to the outside world.

Varían is an international Fortune
5 0 0 electronics innovator that focuses
creative energy on finding technological
solutions to diverse real-world prob
lems, and delivers these solutions to the
marketplace.
Bring your energy and academic
training into focus at Varían. In one of
our four operating groups, you might
concentrate on equipment used to form
complex Gallium Arsenide structures,
on continuing advances in microwave
tube technology, on instrumentation for
pollution studies, or on breakthrough
developments in our medical linear
accelerator used to fight cancer.

Varian's Cal Poly State University Cam
pus Manager will discuss professional
opportunities at our slide presentation
on:

Thursday, February 2 6 ,1 9 8 7
at 7 :0 0 p.m.
in the Staff Dining Room.
A ll are welcome! Please sign up now for
on<ampus interviews to be held on:

Friday, February 27.
Contact your campus Placement Cen
ter, Heron Hall, for more information.
We are an equal opportunity employer.
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Focus your energy at Varian and bring your Ideas Into focus.

Whatever the assignment, Pilot has tite formula
for writing comfort and precision.
F*ilofs Better Ball Point Pen, in medium arxl fine points,
lets you breeze through long note-taking sessions. In fiact,
we’ve made writer’s iatigue a tiling of the past! This crystal barreled
veteran of the campus has a ribbed finger grip for continuous comfort
and is perfectly balanced for eifortiess writing. Best of all, you’ll never
throw it out because it’s refillable.
The perfect teammate to the Better Ball Point Pen is Pilot’s
Pendlier 0.5mm mechanical pencil. It has a continuous lead feed
system and a cushion tip tiiat helps eliminate the firustration of lead
breakage. The Pendlier’s jumbo eraser does the job cleanly while
the ribbed 0ip offers the same comfort as the Better Ball Point Pen.
Pick iq) the Pilot Team at your campus
bookstore today...'nie Better Ball
Point Pen and The Pendlier.

PILOT

V irU n C orporate College Relations, 6 1 1 Hansen Way, F -I3 0 -N P , Palo A lto , California 9 4 3 0 3
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: SCOREBOARD }

.x.

M e n ’s B asketb all

W o m e n ’s B asketball

W re s tlin g

Poiy 63, Dominguez 59

Poiy 72, Dominguez 49

CAL POLY (63):
Sean Chambers 7-17 6-7 20, Melvin
Parker 7-16 0-0 14, Jeff Gray 4-6 0-0 9,
Errol Talley 4-6 0-0 8, Kurt Colvin 1-2
2-4 4, Mark Otta 1-3 2-2 4, Mark Shelby
0-3 2-3 2, Mike Wintringer 1-5 0-0 2,
Darren Masingale 0-0 0-0 0. Totals:
25-5812-1663.
DOMINGUEZ HILLS (59):
John Nojima 4-12 2-2 14, Vico
Nomaaea 5-11 0-0 14, Tony Akins 5-12
2-2 12, William Aiexander 4-9 0-2 8, An
thony Blackmon 2-6 2-2 6, Brian Ed
wards 2-5 1-2 5, Barry Johnson 0-2 0-0
0, Leonard Eaton 0-0 0-0 0. Totals: 2257 7-10 59.
Score by halves:
Cal Poly.......... 22 24 5 12 — 63
Dominguez___20 26 5 8 — 59
Three point shots — Dominguez
Hills 8-21 (Nojima 4-12, Nomaaea 4-9),
Cal Poly 1-1 (Gray 1-1.) Total fouls —
Dominguez Hills 17, Cal Poly 12. Foul
ed out — Alexander, Parker. Rebounds
— Dominguez Hills 33, (Akins 9), Cal
Poly 40 (Chambers, Parker 8). Assists
— Dominguez Hills 12 (Nojima 5), Cal
Poly 7 (Gray 3).
A — 460

CAL POLY (63):
Sherrie Atteberry 9-17 4-7 22, Janet
Jorgensen 8-17 1-2 17, Julie Jordan 514 3-4 13, Trina Tualemosa 2-4 6-6 10,
Sherinne Barlow 4-8 0-0 8, Catherine
Ehard 1-2 0-0 2, Kim Lackore 0-3 0-0 0,
Nancy Comstock 0-0 0-0 0, Jennifer
Faler 0-0 0-0 0, Kim Knestrick 0-0 0-0 0,
Liz Oman 0-0 0-0 0. Totals: 29-65 14-19
72.

Jan. 16
« * „r
Cal Poly 24, Weber State 15

M e n ’s B asketball

CCAA Standings
Team ................................................................................ W
UC Riverside.................................................................. 3
Cal State Dominguez H ills ............................................ 2
Cal Poly San Luis O bispo.............................................. 2
Chapmar\ C o lle g e ...........................................................2
Cal State Northridge...................................................... 2
Cal Poly Pomona.............................................................1
Cal State Bakersfield...................................................... 0
Cal State Los Angeles.................................................... 0

L
0
1
1
1
1
2
3
3

conf............. overall
Pet. .W
L Pet.
1.000 13
3 .813
.667 12 4 .750
.667 10 6 .625
.667
9 7 .563
.667
6 10 .375
.333
8 8 .500
.000
11 5 .688
.000
5 9 .357

W o m e n ’s B asketb all
CCAA Standings
Team ............................................................................... W
Cal Poly Pomona............................................................3
Chapman College..........................................................2
Cal Poly San Luis O bispo.............................................. 1
UC Riverside.................................................................... 1
Cal State Los Angeles.................................................... 1
Cal State Northridge...................................................... 1
Cal State Dominguez H ills ............................................0

conf..................overall
L Pet. .W L Pet.
0
0
1
2
2
2
2

1.000 15
1
1.000 8
6
.500
8 9
.333 10 4
.333 10 5
.333
8 8
.000
5 10

.938
.571
.471
.714
.667
.500
.333

Saturday’s games
Cal Poly SLO 72, Dominguez Hills 49
Cal Poly Pomona 82, Northridge 55
Cal State LA 77, UC Riverside 69
Northern Arizona 65, Chapman 46

1849

Score by halves:
Cal P o ly .......................... 35 37 — 72
Dominguez H ills ............ 32 17 — 49
Rebounds — Cal Poly 49 (Jorgensen
15), Dominguez Hills 49 (Codrington
15) Assists — Cal Poly 17 (Barlow 5),
Dominguez Hills 8.
A — 150

Jan. 16
Utah State 36, Cal Poly 13
118 — John Galkowski (CP) dec.
Craig Stauffer (US) 12-4, 126 — Chris
Hansen (US) dec. Darren Rodriguez
(CP) 17-2, 134 — David Zuniga (US)
dec. Wayne Nishiura (CP) 11-3, 142 —
Kerry Prince (US) dec. Owen Carlin
(CP) 8-2, 150 — Scott Cook (US) dec.
Lance Cowart (CP) 18-3, 158 — Bryce
Hall (US) dec. Malcolm Boykin (CP)
19-7, 167 — Eric Osborne (CP) dec.

NOTICE!

(compatible)

rAII This
For Only]

DOMINQUEZ HILLS (49):
Lecia Codrington 8-16
3-6
19,
Michelle Jennings 5-14 2-5 12, Faye
Sherrard 2-5 0-0 4, Adrienne Haynes 2-7
0-0 4, Deborah Shepherd 0-6 3-5 3,
Debra McGee 0-5 3-4 3, Elmira Gibson
0-12 2-4 2, Cheryl Newman 1-4 0-0 2,
Angel Wells 0-0 0-0 0, Kim Williamson
0-0 0-0 0, Kathy Goggin 0-1 0-0 0, Maria
Elzy 0-1 0 0 0. Totals: 18-7413-24 49.

118 — Blake Beesley (WS) dec. John
Galkowski (CP) 9-6, 1 2 6 — Brad
Williams (WS) dec. Darren Rodriguez
(CP) 9-1, 134 — Wayne Nishiura (CP)
draw with Stewart Richards (WS), 142
— Jody Warren (WS) dec. Owen Carlin
(CP) 6-0,150 — Lance Cowart (CP) dec.
Ken Condi (WS) 13-6, 158 — Malcolm
Boykin (CP) dec. Scott Smith (WS) 15-4,
167 — Eric Osborne (CP) dec. Eric
Burton (WS) 22-6, 177 — Anthony
Romero (CP) dec. Todd Nixon (WS)
16-9, 190 — Corey Beach (WS) dec.
Rick Ravalln (CP) 7-0, Hwt — Todd
Wheelwright (WS) pinned Ben Lizama
(CP) 2:51.

CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOP
February3 ,'10,17 3-5P.M,
Counseling Center - Bldg. 116
Cpen to oil students and staff
IT’S FREE!
Interests, skills and more...
Registration required
Stop by or call 546-25H

Includes:
•M onitor
•640K RAM
•Floppy Drive
•Keyboard
•1 yr. warranty

As seen on KSBY
*
T
during David Letterman 544-4501
Guaranteed lowest price in SLO County!

Daily
The Newspaper
for Cal Poly

5 4 6 -1 1 4 3

SAN LUIS OBISPO C O U N TY FARM SUPPLY

PRESENT THIS COUPON AND RECEIVE
Paso Robles Store
1108 Paso Robles Streei
Paso Robles, OA 93446
(805)238*1177
San Luis O b isp o Store
675 Tank FarrY) Road
San Luis O b ispo , C A 93401
(805) 543-3751

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

$3.00 OFF
ANY PAIR OF
WRANGLER
JEANS

MEN'S OR LADIES
ALL STYLES

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
L

$4.00 OFF
ANY
WRANGLER
SHIRT

T
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

$5.00 OFF
ANY
WRANGLER
SWEATCR

OR
JACKET

J

DOES NOT APPLY-TO SALE ITEMS

’"‘tMtiif ttiiifMi'ClMidt' ’
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OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 31

OPEN MON/SAT 7 :30-5:30 MASTER CHARGE x VISA

OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS

544*9789 ♦ 2226 Beebee Street

i m LIKE ROYAL TY!

m MORE SHOPPING!

/

BUY THE ^-LUHCH PLAN
HO MORE CHORES!

4 different locations
10=30AM-4:00PM
546-1175 or purchase a t U.U. cashier
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ENGINEERS-Composite Club Meeting
TUES.JAN.20 tpm Sci N 213
Guest Speaker: Mr. RL Lavallee of
CIBA-GIGY Corp. will speak on
Design of Composite Parts for
Aircraft Structural Applications
GAY & LESBIAN STUDENT UNION
meeting on Wed 21 changed to
M&HE(38)-152 at 7:00pm
Elections for 1987 officers

"MORTAR BOARD
MANDATORY MEETING
Wed Jan 21 7:30pm Ag 138

SFfPE
Meeting: 6pm Thursday MEP
Info on LA Career Symposium

Tau Beta Pi Actives
Next meeting January 20 6:00 PM
Sci. Bldg. 52 Room A12 Still
time to become active before
you graduate! Be there!!
2 MANDATORY PALS MEETINGS ON
JAN 16-27 AT 7PM IN AG 216
BE A SPECIAL FRIEND TO A CHILD

J K è T Ò “0W 0E R T S
Meetings Thurs 6pmRm220U.U.
Interested in Exercise Counseling
and conducting Fitness Work-ups?
Apply to become an Exercise and
Fitness Educator at the Cal Poly
Health Center. Call 546-1211.
N EEDED Senator for School of
Engineering: Apply Box 35 In UU
Ape. Leave Name and Ph*

Plaid Is Rad PartyT
FRI JAN 238:30-12:30
SLO VETS HALL-DANCE TO THE
"YELLOW PAGES"-SPONSORED BY
ALPHA UPSILON-PROCEEDSTO
SPECIAL OLYMPICS-$4 ADMISSION
POSITIVE ADDICTION-Sign-up NOW
for Ree Sports Fitness & Leisure
classes. Most classes begin 1/20.
Come to UU118 or call 54&1366

President’s Forum
FEB. 1211:00 UU PLAZA
SPEAK TO PRESIDENT BAKER
PRIOTRITY PASSES ARE IN !!
PICK THEM UP AT THE NEXT MOVIE
5 MOVIES FOR $500 SAVE $2.50

COMMUNITY VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNIT
lES Currently available through
ASI Student Community Services:
Tutors for kids grade 7-12, espec
ially In math. SCS Special Events
needs help with Community Fair
and Good Neighbor Day, Outreach
Project Co-Director working primar
ily with Special Olympics.
APPLY NOW UU 217
EXPERIENCED
Female SINGER/PERFORMER seeks
outgoing band.no top 40 please
Call Leslie at 543-5097

Gary Paul
Mens contemporary clothing
Winter Clearance
SALE
1050 Broad St SLO
5436692
Get involved! Become a peer
Health Educator. Orientation
Meeting Thurs. 1/2211:00am at the
Student Health Center conference
room. Or Call 546-1211.
HAPPY NEW YEAR TO KSA & KOREAN
BIBLE STUDY MEMBERS. KBS MTG
ON FRI 6:30 CALL BRYAN 546-9233
Happy New Year to Cal Poly GREEKS
and Cal Poly RESIDENCE HALLS and
to the following groups that made
the 1986 Holiday Sharing Drive a
tremendous success:
ACCOUNTING CLUB
AFRO-AMERICAN STUDENT UNION
ARCHITECTURE SCHOOL COUNCIL
CARDINAL KEY HONOR SOCIETY
CIRCLE K
DELTA SIGMA PI
ISLAMIC SOCIETY OF NORTH AMERICA
ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE CLUB
PEER HEALTH EDUCATORS
PILIPINO CULTURAL EXCHANGE
"TURKEY TROT" ORGANIZERS

SALE!!!!!
LYCRA TIGHTS $9 BIKES SHORTS $10
WELLS OUTLET 245 TANK FARM RD
TH,F,S,S 12:00 - 5:30 ENDS JAN 25
SAVE$ LEARN TO DIVE NOW! Classes
now forming,Incl. Rentals.text etc
Only $129 w/ scuba membership
Call DIRK 541-5105, Pete 544-8253
SPEED READING SEMINAR
JAN 22ND 10AM -12 NOON 546-2511
SPS&E MEETING to be held
WEDNESDAY the 21st in room
216 UU at 6:00pm. ALL REPS BE
THERE! (REFRESHMENTS PROVIDED)
TEST PREPARATION TECHNIQUES
FEB 17TH 10AM - 11AM 546-1256
WANT TO GET INVOLVED?
WANT TO MEET NEW PEOPLE?
IS YOUR RESUME LOOKING EMPTY?
Applications now available for
peer health educators. Learn
about health and how to share
that info with others. Educators
work in the areas of Alcohol and
Drug Awaremess, Nutrition, Oral
Health, Exercise and Fitness,
Sexuality, & Lifestyle Wellness.
Pick up an application at the
Health Center (546-1211) Due date
Jan 28,1987.

ALBERT- THIS WEEK IS ALL YOURS
SO ENJOY! I AM SURE YOU WILL!
LOVE-YOUR TKE LILSIS
GINA COSTELLOYOU ARE THE GREATEST BIG SIS!
ZETA LOVE, MOLLY

WIN $5,000
DRIVE THE 1987 DAYTONA TURBO 2
Fastest time wins trip to Daytona
HEALTH CENTER PARKING LOT
SAT and SUN JAN 24 & 25

Free With College ID
1982 VIRAGO 920 Custom with extras
$2000/OBO Chris 543-7105/549-9065

and a special thanks to Jenny LIm
and Scott Jasper for Initiating
the Cal Poly “Giving Tree!"
Thank you all from ASI Student
Community Services

Adv. Life saving class begins Jan
25-Info Rec Sports UU118 546-1366

Happy New Year to Cal Poly GREEKS
and Cal Poly RESIDENCE HALLS and
to the following groups that made
the 1986 Holiday Sharing Drive a
tremendous success:
ACCOUNTING CLUB
AFRO-AMERICAN STUDENT UNION
ARCHITECTURE SCHOOL COUNCIL
CARDINAL KEY HONOR SOCIETY
CIRCLE K
DELTA SIGMA PI
ISLAMIC SOCIETY OF NORTH
AMERICA
ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE CLUB
PEER HEALTH EDUCATORS
PILIPINO CULTURAL EXCHANGE
“TURKEY TROT" ORGANIZERS
and a special thanks to Jenny Lim and
Scott Jasper for initiating the Cal
Poly "Giving Tree!"
Thank you all from ASI Student Com
munity
Services.
________

AEROBICS at 4,5,or 6pm M-Th in
Mustang Lounge for 4 or 8 weeks.
Signup at Rec Sports UU118 NOW.
Best selection of Vuarnets-Buccis
-Sunclouds-Hobies Ski-opticsGargoyles-Oaklles. See Cal Poly
money savers coupon book for a
20Vo off coupon. Open 7 days.
Sea Barn Avila Beach
MICHAEL JOHN HARPER
LEGAL AT LAST

■ 21st
Steve M.,
You're All I need.
Hope we have another great year!
Love, Ann
WE NEED ENERGETIC WOMEN!
JOIN ULTIMATE FRISBEE NOW
No Experience Req'd. 544-1552

69 MGBGT Runs great 4-spd&ovrdrv
chrome rims $4000/0b0 543-3547.

YOUR TYPE — 543-7773
FAST, DEPENDABLE, PRECISE

73TOYCELICA Runs good need
some work $800 OBO CALL EVES 543
9185

Have a Great Day Ty! Love your
TKE Little Sister.
SAE PLEDGES
ROLLING THE RINK WAS A BLAST!!
WE’LL DO LUNCH SOMETIME!
LUV AOII ALPHAS
SPICE UP YOUR NIGHTLIFE WITH A

ZTA TUCK-IN!

on sale now In UU 10-2:00
Thanks Sigma Nu, Phi Psi, and
Sigma K for making our Party a
blastl-The Phi’s of Sigma KThe brother of LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
who were fortunate enough to be
invited to the GAMMA PHI BETA
Pledge Party, would like to say
Thanks for a great time!
ZTA RHO’SKEEP UPTHE GOOD WORK WE’RE
ALMOST THERE! LOVE.MOLLY

A.S.I. Films Presents:
“ F/X” FOR ONLY $1.50
at Chumash on FRI JAN 23 at 7&9:30

Yes, it’s true. Subsidized Jewish
student communal housing. Only $210/
mo. for your own room. Call
541-6788/549-8186 NOW!!

BISHOP HAMBURGERS crew member
positions available.Will work
around schedule.Starting 3.75 to 4.00
Day/NIght 12-2 only 5.00 Apply in
person 1491 Monterey 543-6525

CONDO-FM SHARE MSTR BDRM XTRAS
FUN RMMTS $175/MO. NEGO. 543-6480

Douglas Ranch Camps hiring counse
lors/instructors for summer In
Carmal Valley. Interview Feb. 3.
See Placement Center.

Fern rmmt needed to share room In
Laguna Lake area. Washer/dryer,
micro, dishwash, frpic, bekyd.
No deposit. $205/mo, 1/4 utilities
AVAIL NOW CALL 541-1764

JOB AVAILABLE!
Apply now in the ASI Business
Office U.U. Rm 202 for AUTO
DETAIL ATTENDANT. Minimal exp.
necessary. Salary $3.75/hr.

FEM RMMT-OWN ROOM AT WOODSIDE
‘312 CLOSE TO POLY-CALL 544-8491

PART-TIME SALES HELP NEEDED
for building materials/hardware
store. Willing to train 489-5536
Evenings.

FEM TO SHARE RM IN TOWNHOUSE
CLOSE TO POLY, FURN $180 549-8421

Fern to share rm in house.
$180/mo private bkyd. Avail now.
546-9327,541-6678.

Female Rommate Wanted: Own room
in 2-bdrm apt. Furnished w/ laund.
fac. Non-smoker. $250/mo. & 1/2
elec, 1st lasts $100 dep.
Call 543-4162 after 7pm

iRTS PRE

ï W ei

Friday Jan. 30 8pm (
Tickets on sale now! UU Pl£
U.U. Box Office Student Adv 10.£
ASI Films Presents
“NOTHING IN COMMON’’
WED. JAN 21 at 7 & 9:30 at Chumash
ONLY $1.50
GAMMA PHI BETA PI’S
The pledge party was incredible!
Keep up the great work!!! You
are the best!
Yo,Ho,HoTHE ACTIVES!!!

MAZATLANl! NOW!
RIGHT NOW IS THE TIME TO SIGN
UP FOR THE ULTIMATE SPRING
BREAK ADVENTURE, IT BEATS
BULLS AND NO ID REQUIRED!!!
CALL DAN,541-1886/BOB,544-9790
Welcome back Cal Poly. The first
Midnight Movie of the year is the
Outrageous HEAVY METAL Don’t miss
It. Door Prizes from Z93.

WHEELMEN
MTG WED 7PM SCI. BLDG E26
RIDES DAILY CHECK CLUB BOARD
EVERY ONE WELCOME

WORDPROCESSING-Papers, Senior
Projects, Thesis, Cheap! 549-0833

COMPUTER TERMINAL WYSE-50
1 year old, includes all manuals.
$300.544-3518 (leave message)
EL TORO New mast & boom excel, cond.
$600/best offer. Rick 481-5714
ENGINE ANALYZER/INDUCTIVE TIMING
LIGHT. $100/best. Rick 481-5714
FOR SALE: Small refrigerator good
in dorm $50, Weight bench no wts
$100, Bar perfect for large
parties (refrig, above fits in
side also) $100, single bed $20
CALL LARRY OR GREG 544-8478

*FREE**FREE**FREE*
Attic Insulation-DoorWeatherstrlppIng-Waterheater Blanket
Sponsored by So. Cal. Gas
Call Helen or Micki Energy Dept.
544-4355
FREE ATTIC INSULATION for home/apt.
Can be renter or homeowner
Lower you heating bills
Gas Co. Progr. Call Todd 541-6521
SINGING LESSONS
Porter Voice Studio now accepting
students;speak and sing more
effectively; healthful technique
applies to all styles; qualified,
experienced; teaching In SLO and MB;
772-4302

EXPERIENCED CAL POLY TYPIST.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 5434)550

MALE RMMT NEEDED Shrd rm $255/mo
LG HOUSE FURN. 2BLKS/POLY 544-5577

GAS RANGE OVEN. Whlte,6 top burner,
self-cleaning.Xlent condn. Approx.
$450. CALL ANGIE 544-7374.

MALE RMMT NEEDED: Own Room $265
Close to Poly. Woodside Gardens
CALL KEN 543-1238 EVE OR 543-6230

IEEE
** * KLUDGE SALE ***
electronic hardware,great prices!
Tu-FrI 9am-4pm bldg20 rm123

MALE TO SHARE RM IN SLO DUPLEX
FRPLCE/LAUND 160./MO. 541-3749

NAGEL
CN*7 GREY FRAME W/BLACK SILK
$600 DAVE 541-1066

Need FM To Take Over Lease in apt.
Call Mindy for Info. 544-4845

Need FM to take over mbrshp at
local gym $75/7mo. Call 544-4845

OWN RM in GREAT APT close to
POLY FEM 275/mo. 541-1557

NORDICA SKI Boots Size Ten
$100.00/Best Offer 544-0761

OWN ROOM IN LARGE HOUSE
Fm. needed win/spr. 3bdrm, frpl.
$237.50 AVAIL NOW! 546-9659

R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING
(Rona)M-Sat,9am-6pm,by appt,544-2591
USE R COMPUTERS Word Processing
Service. Resumes,reports using laser
printer or do-it-yourself using word processer In our facility. 544-7676.
• •

ROOMMATE Needed in house-own room
-Large $265/mo.&Util. Call:541-2954
SPRING SUBLETS M/$150/to share
in a nice,furnished apt/near the
Mission LINC/541-8218

WASHER?DRYER FOR SALE. Electric &
gas repectively,hardly used,new
condn. MUST SELL-no space 400 neg
tiable Call Angle 544-7374

WE NEED A FEMALE ROOMMATE!
Share room for$150/mo. Fully
furnished.Micro,VCR. NICE! 543-3731

WATERÓED, Queensize,Heater,Mattress,frame, $150.00/OBO
CALL 544-7397 AFTER 6 PM

HONDA ELITE 80, helmet, cover, storage
box, 400 ml. $1500/best. Rick 481-5714
*1978 KAW 650. Sllver/Blue case*
Savers,megwheels,sport seat,sport
handles bars.LimIted Edition! 800
(neg)Call DARNELL 544-7374
1981 Derbi Moped, Looks and runs
great $300 Bret 549-8763

BRAND NEW DELUXE 1&2 bdrm apts
all appllances,laundry,covered
parking.EASY SLO commute. Call
Sandy McMillan,NIMMO REALTY
4664)279/466-0203.
Single room in Woodside Apt close
to campus nice n quiet %2&0lmo.
negotiable 543-6701 available now.

1981 Peugeot $200/best offer SP91
Bay Pines Trailer Park,Morro Bay
Are you Interested in SLO Homes
for sale?Call Kent Mazzla,Agt,
County Properties, fora free list
544-5777
CINELLI ROAD DIKE. ALL CAMPY, 23"
FRAME, TWO SETS OF WHEELS. $1000.
CALL 544-3750

I’m still at it! For all your
typing. Call Susie 528-7805.
OVERNIGHT SERVICE, usually
$1.50/pg typical, Leslie 549-9039

M/F Own Room 240/mo. Laguna Ik.
dshwshr microwv firpi 2bath
Ask for Allison 546-8801
M/F Own Room-$240/mo. Male share
master bedroom-$200/mo. Laguna
Lake Condo 544-8831

RAPIDOGRAPH 7 PEN SET
SPECIAL PURCHASE MFG. LIST $83.50
OUR PRICE $39.95
EL CORRAL BOOKSTORE
Wanted: 30 Overweight people serious
about losing 10-29 lbs in 30 days. 100%
guaranteed 481-1128.

IF YOU NEED A ROOM CLOSE TO
POLY W/GREAT ROOMMATESWE’VE GOT IT!! Woodside Gardens
Apts. Start IMMEDIATELY. FEMALE
Nonsmoker, please! CALL
543-8829 or 544-7007

MAZDA RX-71985 5-SPEED EXCELL
ENT CONDITION, $9500 528-8556.
1963 Pontiac LaMans convertible.
New engine,tlres,uphol8tery,AMFM
radlo.very dependable $2500.
Free Vuarnets of your choice with
purchase.Call the Sea Bam.

BUYING A HOUSE?
For a free list of all the affordable houses
& condos for sale in SLO, and info on
new condos near Poly, Call Steve Nelson,
F/S Inc. 543-8370. Leave message.
CREEKSIDE *40, dbl-wlde, 2bdrm,1 V*
bath,corner lot. Totally upgraded
whirlpool washer/dryer/dishwasher
new carpet, 8x30 end porch, for
appt, 544-0577.541-3766 $46,500
WHY RENT? OWN A MOBILE HOME IN
A NICE COUNTRY PARK. JACUZZI,
• • 'POOL,OCEAN VIEW, 481-3740
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BUILDING

PRESS

From page 1
authority to divulge the schedule
information, other than to say
that the building should be built
by September,” Perez said.
According to Gerard, the plans
are in the Chancellor’s Office
right now awaiting approval.
‘‘They’ll clear them within a
week to 10 days, because they
know how badly we need it
done.”
Other Cal Poly staff members,
particularly the professors who
have been relocated as a result of
the fire, agree that the building
needs to be reconstructed as soon
as posjible.
Mike Botwin, head of the ar
chitectural engineering depart
ment, is less than happy about
his situation. He currently has an
office in the air conditioning
building, which, according to
him, ‘‘should have been con
demned years ago.
‘‘No one seemed to be concern
ed about our problem,” Botwin
said. ‘‘We had to find everything
ourselves. As a result, we got
stuff that no one else wanted.
You can’t vacuum the floors,
because the rug would be sucked
up. To some degree, 1 feel like we
were treated like orphans.”
Gerard said that as soon as the
plans are cleared, construction of
the building will be up for com
petitive bidding.

From page 1
sitting around.”
Dean of Engineering Duane
Bruley said that moving the
press into the minority engineer
ing building will interfere with
the current Computer Integrated
Manufacturing (CIM) project
that is being developed there.
Bruley explained that the CIM
project is part of a $30 million
e ffo rt by the engineering
department to advance student
learning and research. ‘‘CIM is a

minority engineering building for
a maximum of three years. He
said the press was moved into
the building with the understan
ding that the graphic com
munication department would
secure funds to construct a sepa
rate building to house the press.
Harvey Levenson, graphic
communication department head,
said the department is already
working to raise the approxi
mately $1.2 million needed for a
building. Levenson added that he

1 would feel the same way if they moved
one o f their projects onto our facilities.’
— Harvey Levenson
high priority, integrated system
within the department. We have
already had sizable contributions
to CIM and the printing press
could hinder the expansion of
this project within the building,”
he said.
According to Gerard, the press
requires approximately twothirds of the entire space; the
other third is reserved for
engineering projects.
Gerard said the press will be
allowed to operate within the

and other members of the
department will approach large
corporations such as the Hearst
Foundation and Gannett News
papers for contributions. ‘‘These
are the corporations that have a
vested interest in our depart
ment,” he said.
If the funds are obtained, the
building will be constructed ad
jacent to the Graphic Arts
Building, where office trailers
now stand.
Levenson said he sympathizes

with the engineering department.
‘‘I would feel the same way if
they moved one of their projects
onto our facilities,” he said.
‘‘However, one must look at the
overall benefits to the universi
ty.”
According to Levenson, the
printing press will enable stu
dents to use full color work (or
four-color printing) for Mustang
Daily. New printing techniques,
such as a magazine format, will
also be possible. ‘‘We will be able
to turn out a better paper than
ever before,” said Levenson.
‘‘Most importantly, it is an
educational tool for the stu
dents,” he said. ‘‘It is a firstquality, top-of-the-line printer,
and the students will be able to
work with it and learn from it.”
Levenson said he believes that
a successful installation will en
courage Rockwell to continue
donating to the university.
The
press is hoped to be on line by
March 13.

More rules
needed for
train safety
W ASHINGTON
(AP) —
Senators called Tuesday for more
drug testing of train operators
and new authority for federal
regulators to handle what an of
ficial described as widespread
tampering with automatic safety
devices on trains.
Both drug use and' equipment
tampering have been implicated
in the Jan. 4 collision of an Amtrak passenger train and three
Conrail freight locomotives near
Baltimore in the worst accident
in Amtrak’s history.
Top Amtrak officials put the
blame directly on the Conrail
crewmen.
Federal railroad officials, ap
pearing at the first in a series of
congressional hearings prompted
by the Amtrak accident, said the
government is severely limited in
what it can do at present.

$100 REWARD

U iM
calendar
Black female with white nose, neck, legs
& tip of tail. Wearing a flea collar.

Wednesday 21

A nsw ers to Tessa
•Students for Social Respon
sibility will show “ Ghandi” for
its Create Peace forum at 7:30
p.m. Wednesday in San Luis
Lounge.
•The Counseling Center is
sponsoring a workshop on ‘‘In
cest: A Support Group for
Women” from 2 to 4 p.m. Wed
nesday.

thursday 2 2

Any Info, call 541-8220 or 549-9235

560 Higuera St Suite E
San Luis Obispo California 93401
(805) 544 3200

Missed Very Much!
2 ::

TOP SIRLOIN
STEAK SANDWICH
»

•The Philosophy Club is spon
soring a panel discussion on
abortion at 11 a.m. Thursday in
University Union Room 220.
•An informal reception for
Admiral Noel Gayler, a speaker
for an Educational Forum for
Peace on Friday, will be at 7 p.m.
Thursday in University Union
Room 219.
•The Counseling Center is
sponsoring a ‘‘Re-Entry Discus
sion” workshop at 11 a.m.
Thursday.
•The
Learning
Assistance
Center will hold a speed reading
workshop from 10 a.m. to noon
Thursday.
•The Placement Center will
hold a summer job search
workshop for technical majors at
11 a.m. Thursday in Business
Administration and Education
Building Room 206.
Contributions for Calendar
must be received by noon two
days prior to the event.

TENDER CHARBROILED TOP
SIRLOIN STEAK SERVED
ON A TOASTED RUSKIN
ROLL FOR THE
INTRODUCTORY PRICE OF
$

2.95

AT THE
SN A C K BAR
foundation
l^ o o d
* iyorvlco

Friday, 8pm
(ash A uditorium

B

Tickets on sale now
U.U. Ticket office, U.U. Plaza,
Boo Boo Records
Student Adm.
$10.50 adv.
$11.50 at door
Must be 18 yrs. or older or have
a Cal Poly I.D.

